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Chairman Baucus, Ranking Member Hatch and Members of the Committee:

Thank you for the opportunity to appear before this Committee to address the impact that proposed reforms of our
health care entitlement programs would have on the states and our citizens.

Reforming the Medicare and Medicaid programs to ensure their long-term sustainability is a priority that I share with the
members of this Committee, with many other governors, and with the Obama Administration. It's also a necessary
element in the effort to reduce the national budget deficit, a goal I believe is both important and achievable. But how we
reform these programs is about people, not abstract policies. It's about what kind of country we want to live in, and what
kind of future we are building for the next generation.

My comments come from that perspective because I do my job with that perspective. And although Medicaid is a small
part of the medical cost picture, I want to focus my comments mainly on that.

Like nearly every state in the last few years, in Massachusetts we have had to make tough choices to manage through
the global economic collapse. We have cut billions of dollars in spending and thousands of state jobs. We have imposed
furloughs and pay freezes, and negotiated concessions from public employee unions. We have also prudently used our
"rainy day" funds, modestly increased our sales tax, and benefited, like every other state, from the support of the
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act.

We have at the same time invested significantly in education, health care and job creation -- because we all know that
educating our kids, securing people's health care, and putting people to work is the best way to climb out of our
economic hole and build a better future.

Because we made those choices, on both the spending and the revenue side, the Massachusetts economy is now
growing twice as fast as the Nation's. Our unemployment rate, at 7.6%, is well below the national average and declining.
Our annual budgets have been responsible, balanced and on time; our decades-long structural deficit has been
eliminated; and our bond rating has not only remained strong, but gotten stronger. In fact, we are one of only three
states in America whose fiscal outlook is currently positive.

The Massachusetts experience may offer a lesson for the national discussion today. We were able to cut spending,
reform government and invest in a stronger future because we did not leave our values at the door, because we kept
asking ourselves whether the choice before us moved us closer to the kind of community we wanted to be.

In that spirit, we have made a number of changes to enable us better to control costs in our Medicaid program. We are
also working on an exciting strategy to reduce medical costs across the system, well beyond the Medicaid program, that
will benefit all of our citizens, help our state's economy, and further improve our competitiveness. We have pursued
these reforms and savings in the firm belief that health is a public good, and that everyone deserves access to quality
care - including the poor and disabled.

Flexibility in the administration of the Medicaid program has made all the difference. So, first, like many of my fellow
governors, I strongly support the states having the flexibility to innovate costs down. The current Medicaid program, as
administered today, gives states precisely that: a high degree of flexibility to design a program that suits an individual
state's needs.
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Massachusetts has taken advantage of that and we have several innovative programs deployed right now that show a lot
of promise. For example, "dual eligibles" - folks who fall under both Medicaid and Medicare -- account for 40 percent of
Medicaid's national spending even though they only make up 15 percent of its members. When you add in Medicare,
spending on this group alone accounts nationally for over $300 billion per year. Because of the regulatory maze in which
these patients are treated and the complexity of their conditions, dual eligibles are a major cost driver in Massachusetts
-- just as in the rest of the country.

In partnership with the Obama administration and the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Innovation, we are creating a
demonstration program that integrates the delivery of Medicare and Medicaid for dual eligibles, finding more cost
effective pathways to get patients the care they need. The preliminary analysis suggests this will lead to decreased
emergency visits, fewer unnecessary hospitalizations, and better access to and use of appropriate medications. That will
translate into real savings for both the state and federal sides of the Medicaid equation. Under this strategy, we estimate
at least a 2 percent savings on the $4 billion we expect to spend on "dual eligibles" in the first year of the program.

Other working models for addressing dual eligibles are already in use. New Mexico and Texas, for example, use
managed care programs to bring better coordination to services. Enrollment plans like PACE and Special Needs Plans,
currently being used in Massachusetts as well as in New York, New Mexico and Wisconsin, are further examples of
states using the considerable existing administrative flexibility to achieve savings in the Medicaid program. Wider
adoption by the states would help significantly curb Medicaid costs.

Rising costs in the health care system across the Nation are a serious national problem. In fact, Medicaid spending has
been growing more slowly than the dramatic health care cost increases in the rest of the economy. For that reason, we
have turned our attention there, to the broader question. Everyone has a stake in that solution. And just as
Massachusetts is the home of the nation's most successful universal health care law, we are poised to crack the code
on cost containment. To get there, we are doing more to encourage integrated, whole person care: paying providers for
the quality of health care they deliver, not just the quantity. There are many good models being tried in the market
today. We are working on scaling them up and making sure the savings are passed along to businesses, families and
government in the form of lower premiums.

Medicaid currently allows us this flexibility. We need the Congress to encourage more states to take advantage of that
flexibility, and embrace our role as policy laboratories -- not just around entitlements, but in health care spending
generally. That is the larger policy challenge we face as a Nation. Fix that, and not only do the Medicaid and Medicare
programs become fiscally sustainable, but the prospects for a strong, sustained economic recovery improve
dramatically.

Second, let's stick with what works. The Affordable Care Act works. We know from experience with our own health care
reform measure that getting people insured and having them receive their care in primary care settings as opposed to
emergency rooms is cost effective and will reduce illness and death. According to the Congressional Budget Office, the
Affordable Care Act will reduce the deficit by $124 billion through 2019 and by more than $1 trillion in the subsequent
decade. Indeed, the ACA provides for even more Medicaid and Medicare flexibility than under current law. Efforts to
repeal it take us in exactly the opposite direction from fiscal responsibility.

Third, put revenues on the table. Our federal government has been running two wars and a costly prescription drug
benefit for nearly a decade with borrowed money. Meanwhile, thousands of industries and special constituencies -- from
oil to agriculture -- find favorable treatment and loopholes in our tax code. I know small "mom and pop" stores and
college students who pay more taxes than global companies with billions in revenue. Some of these loopholes ought to
be closed. If we believe that even the poor and disabled -- the people Medicaid serves -- should get adequate health
care, it is only fair to ask everyone to help close a gap other policy choices have created. We cannot and should not get
out of the deficit hole with spending cuts alone.

Finally, I wish to respectfully object to the budget proposal that has come out of the House. That proposal represents a
radically different set of values. It embraces a voucher program that effectively ends Medicare, and replaces it with
minimal coverage security for seniors and the disabled. It would put Medicaid on a path to denying coverage to millions



of the poor. It would repeal the Affordable Care Act, denying coverage to millions of working American families. Yet it
includes $1.1 trillion in tax benefits for the wealthy, benefits they have not asked for and which recent history shows
have not been effective in spurring economic growth.

Ultimately that is a vision for the future of our country that retreats from our values as Americans. It is about abstract
policy or politics. But our job as leaders is to be about people.

Dispersing federal Medicaid funding in the form of block grants, as some have proposed, won't reform the system. It will
starve it. By failing to account for changes over time in a state's economic needs or demographics, or innovations in
how health care is delivered, the proposed block grants lock states into a fiscal bind that forces us to deny coverage or
make other changes to services. It passes a burden from the federal government to the state level, knowing that states
cannot carry the load. Block granting Medicaid would constitute nothing more than an accounting device for the federal
budget, while dealing a crushing fiscal blow to states that are already struggling.

This latter point cannot be overstated. Right now 33 states are projecting a cumulative budget gap of $75.1 billion or
more in Fiscal Year 2012. The Kaiser Family Foundation estimated that Massachusetts would lose more than $23 billion
over ten years if Medicaid moves to a block grant formula. By 2021, this could mean denying close to 540,000 residents
of the Commonwealth of their health care coverage. And the payment model that compensates hospitals for care would
be gutted by more than 30% in the same period. In a state where 98% of our residents currently have access to health
care, well ahead of other states, this would be a public health catastrophe and an utter failure of leadership. There is no
way the Commonwealth would be able to absorb such a shift without seriously curtailing critical programs and services,
including the most successful experiment in America in universal health care. And it would cost tens of thousands of
jobs. Asking states to pick up more of the tab in a time of unprecedented fiscal challenges is unrealistic as well as
unwise.

Some states advocate for block granting in the name of "flexibility" or repealing the Affordable Care Act as "the first step
for a successful Medicaid transformation," as 29 Republican governors propose in a recent letter to Congressional
leaders. But the data suggest that doing either is really a formula for limiting coverage, not sustaining the program. For
states to sustain current eligibility for the Medicaid program, under these governors' proposal, would require states to
spend approximately $241 billion, or 71% more than current levels over the next ten years. No state is fiscally prepared
to deal with that. Tactics like these will reduce the federal deficit on paper -- on the backs of the working families and
small businesses who are making our economic recovery possible.

Medicare and Medicaid have helped generations of Americans help themselves. They are commitments that the federal
government has made to the American people and they have contributed mightily to the economic prosperity and
success that our Nation has enjoyed.

Our challenge today is to modernize and refine these commitments, not to squeeze them out of existence with
accounting tricks and political rhetoric. The strategies being proposed from some corners will not lead to better Medicare
or Medicaid, but will simply mean less Medicare and Medicaid.

Working together we can meet our obligations to our most vulnerable citizens, put America on a fiscally sustainable path
and build a better, stronger Nation for the next generation. That is the responsibility with which our constituents have
entrusted each of us and I look forward to working with you and your colleagues to fulfill  that obligation.

Thank you again for inviting me here today and I look forward to taking your questions.


